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Our main theorem gives a condition on Bore1 measures p on IWN such that 
II f  Ilp,dr c II f  I/p.)r (0 <p < CC ) for all entire functions f of N complex variables that 
are of bounded exponential type. Related results in weighted Ln spans of exponen- 
tials are examined. R? 1987 Academx Press, Inc. ,
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we examine the question of when two measures give 
equivalent Lp norms on certain spaces of functions. Our main result con- 
cerns the space Ep(T, N) = {f: RN -+CIJIf(x)l”dx<cc and f has an 
extension from RN to CN as an entire function of exponential type T}. We 
state conditions on p that guarantee the existence of a constant 
c = c(p, T, N, p) > 0 such that for all f in Ep( T, N), 
Such estimates are of interest in approximation theory, harmonic 
analysis and the study of stationary random fields. In particular, when p is 
in the range (0,2], these results are significant in the study of stationary 
p-stable random fields [4]. 
To state our main result, we need the following definitions. For 
x = (xl,..., xN) in RN and h >O, the h-cube centered at x is Q(x, h) = 
[Xl-gz, x1+$+)x .‘. x [XN-+/I, xN + jh). Two Bore1 measures p and v 
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on RN will be called tail h-cube equivalent if p(Q(x, h)) N v(Q(x, h)) for all 
large x, i.e., there exist positive constants k, and k2 such that 1x1 2 kI 
implies k;‘p(Q(x, h)) < v(Q(x, h)) < k,p(Q(x, A)). Because we are only 
comparing cubes, measures that are very different in a measure-theoretic 
sense satisfy this condition, e.g., counting measure on ZN is l-cube 
equivalent to Lebesgue measure. We can now state our main result. 
THEOREM 1. Let 0 <p < co and let p be a Bore1 measure on RN that is 
finite on bounded sets. 
(a) There exists a positive constant y = y(p, N) such that if p is tail 
h-cube equivalent to Lebesgue measure and hT < y, then ( 1) holds for all f in 
EP( T, N). 
(b) Conversely, if ( 1) holds for all f in some EP( T, N), then p is tail 
h-cube equivalent to Lebesgue measure for some h > 0. 
This result is related to the work of Lin in [3]. He proved Theorem l(a) 
when p = 2 and Theorem l(b) when p = 2 and N = 1. Pitt simplified that 
proof in Proposition 4 of [5]. For general p, Kacnel’son [2] proved 
Theorem 1 when p is a section of Lebesgue measure, i.e., p(dx) = lE(x) dx, 
where 1, is the indicator function of Bore1 set E. 
We will prove Theorem 1 in Section 2. In Section 3 we contrast this 
result when we look at broader classes of functions: either all of Lp or 
entire functions with quicker growth. Finally, we turn to weighted L* 
spaces and prove that a class of tail h-cube equivalent measures give 
equivalent norms on spans of nonharmonic exponentials. 
Parts of this paper are generalizations of results contained in the second 
author’s M. S. thesis at the University of Zambia. Professor L. D. Pitt at 
the University of Virginia sparked our original interest in this problem, 
read that thesis and earlier drafts of this paper, and offered valuable 
suggestions throughout. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
First, we set out our conventions. Throughout N will be a positive 
integer and denote the dimension of the base space. Points in HN will be 
denoted by m = (ml,..., mN), points in RN by x= (xl,..., x”) and points in 
CN by z = (z’,..., z”). We will use the 1, norm: Irnl = lrn’l + ... + lmNl on 
EN, 1x1 = lx’1 + ... + lxNl on RN, and Izl = lz’l + ... + IzNJ on CN. For 
x E RN and h > 0, Q(x, h) will be the cube centered at x with sides of length 
h has defined above. Note that Q(x, h) includes its lower faces but not its 
upper faces-this detail is used in the proof, but is of significance in 
Theorem 1 only if p gives positive measure to such faces. Unless explicitly 
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stated otherwise, all sums will be over the index set ZN and all integrals will 
be over RN. 
For any T> 0, we will let E( T, N) = ( f: RN -+ C ( f has an extension to 
CN as an entire function of exponential type T}. This latter condition 
means that 
T=limsup log/~z)‘, 
IZI - a Z 
(2) 
In (2) and a few other places we will use f for both the original function 
and its extension to CN. 
BN will denote the Bore1 sets on RN. For any measure on (RN, B”‘) and 
anyO<p<~, llf Ilp.p will be the Lp(RN, BN, p) norm (or quasi-norm when 
0 <p < 1). Define EP(T, N) = E( T, N) n Lp( RN, BN, dx). We will use 11 flip 
as an abbreviation for II f I)p,dx and IAl as an abbreviation for the Lebesgue 
measure of A E BN. 
Most of this section is a generalization of Lin’s work on the p = 2 case in 
[3]. We use many of his ideas together with two facts from a venerable 
paper by Plancherel and Polya [6]. The first fact is that for any p E (0, GO], 
there is a c, = c,(p) > 0 such that for any j = l,.,., N, 
d,f +E”(T, N) and llajf lIpGC1Tllf IIp (3) 
whenever f EEP(T, N). We may use cl(p)= 1 when p> 1 (Chap. 11, [l]) 
and c,(p) = 3(p + 1) when 0 <p < 1 (a slight change from Sect. 32, [6]). 
To state the second fact, let {zm I m E EN} be any sequence in CN such 
that 1Im z&l 6 A4 for all j and m, and Iz’, -z:I ah > 0 for all j and all 
m #k. Then for f E EP( T, N) we have 
c If(zm)lPG WwWW+fW-11 zph2T (4) 
This is adapted from Sections 30 and 31 of [6]. For both (3) and (4), the 
N-dimensional statements are straightforward generalizations of the 
referenced one dimensional statements. 
LEMMA 2. Let p and N be positive numbers. 
(a) For any positive h and T, there is a c2 = c,(p, h, T) > 0 such that 
for all f in EP(T, N), 
c sup Ifb)l"<cz" If(x)l"dx. 
maZN xtQ(mh,h) 
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c3= c3(p,N,k T)= 
NhN+pTpc,Ncf when p < 1 
NM N+lT~;~, when p>l. 
If the product hT is sufficiently small, then c3 < 1 and for all f’ in EP( T, N), 
inf If(x) 
3 mcH~ -x~Q(mkh) 
ProojI (a) Partition RN into cubes {Qm I mgZN), where 
Qm=Q(mh,h). Fix an f and let F,=sup{~f(x)~:x~Q,>, 
f,=inf{If(x)l: XEQ~}, ajFm=sup{lajf(x)l: XEQ,}. Let x, be the point 
in the closure of Q, where F,,, is achieved. Let A, = E x E x E x ... x E, 
A,=E’xExEx “’ xE, A,=ExE’xEx ... xE, A,=E”xE’xEx ... 
xE... AN=EL’xECxECx ‘.. 2 x E‘ where E = even integers and EC = odd 
integeis. The products are over all combinations of evens and odds, so 
{Aj: j= l,..., 2N} partition ZN. Furthermore, if i # j then Ai and Aj contain 
nonadjacent multi-indices, i.e., if m E A, and k E Aj, then m and k are not 
adjacent lattice points in ZN. Hence, Q, and Qk are not adjacent and in 
particular, Ixt, - x:1 2 h for all I = l,..., N. Using this partition and (4) with 
M=O we have 
c FL= 5 c FL< $ 
j=l meA, J=1 
8[exp;p~;)-11 If(x dx 
WwWW) - 11 N 
zph2T 1, If(x)I”dx. 
This is (a) with c2 the expression in brackets. 
(b) Since {Q,: m E Z”} partitions RN, 
=hN xf”,+hN c (FL-f”,). (5) 
First consider the case where 0 <p < 1. In this case, Fg -f”, 6 
If’, -fml’ d sup{ I W(t), x-y)lp:x,y, tEQ,}<hP CT=, (aJF,,,)p. Con- 
tinuing from (5) with this estimate we have 
J 
If(x)lPdx<hN xf;+hN+p J$, 1 (a$‘,,,)‘. 
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Cf lajf(X)l” dX 
,= I 
Applying the bound from (3) to the last term we get 
s If(x)l”dx<hN~f;+ NhN+“c,NcyTp ( s /f(x)/“dx . > 
The term in parenthesis is cj. Examining its form we see that cj is actually 
a function of p, N and the product hT: c3 = c,(p, iV, hT). Furthermore, 
c,(p, N, 0) = 0 and c,(p, N, 9 ) is an increasing function of the last argument. 
So if hT is small enough, 
where c3 < 1. Subtracting the last term from both sides and dividing by 
(l-c,)>0 finishes the case when O<p< 1. 
Whenp>l weestimateF$-fp,<sup{I(VIflP(f),x--y)(:x,y,tEQ,} 
= sup(l((p IflpP' d,,L...,p IflpP' d,f)(t), ,~-Y)I: x, Y, t E Q,) d 
C,“=, pF;- ‘(8,F,) h. Using this in (5) we have 
I /f(x)lPdx<hN xf",+phN+' ; c F;-‘(i?,F,,,). 
/=I 
Let q =p/(p - 1) be the dual index of p. By (a), the sequence ( FgP ’ > E 1, 
and (a) and (3) the sequence {aiF,,,} ~1~. Using Holder’s inequality on the 
preceeding equation yields 
s lf(x)lPdxdhNCf~+phN+' j, [(E FL)"'(x (BIFk)"p)]- 
Using (a) on the first term in the brackets and (a) and (3) on the second 
we have 
=hN C.f”,+(NphN+’ Tc,cs/) 1 If(x)lPdx. 
As in the 0 <p < 1 case, c3 is the factor in front of the integral and the same 
reasoning finishes the proof. 1 
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Following Lin [3], we shall say that a measure p on (R”, BN) is cut if it 
is finite on bounded sets and there exists an h, > 0 such that /.I is uniformly 
small on all h,-cubes far from the origin, i.e., for any E >O there exists a 
k, > 0 such that 1x1 > k, implies p(Q(x, h,)) < E. The next result contains 
the essential part of Lin’s Lemma 4. The new aspect of our proof is the 
realization that Lin’s orthonormal sequence { g,f can be replaced by a 
sequence with the property that )I g, - g,Jp > 1 for any 0 <p < co. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose 0 <p -c co and p0 is cut. Zf p1 = p + p,, satisfies 
IIfII,,,,2 constl Ilfll, on EP(To,N), then for any T-c To II f llp,rL> 
const, II f Ilp on EP( T, N). 
ProoJ We will use the fact that the unit ball B of EP( T, N) is compact 
in the topology of uniform pointwise convergence on compact subsets 
of CN. This follows from (4): on any compact K, I f(z)1 < 
const(K) j /f(x)/ p dx, hence B is locally bounded and a normal family. 
First we derive an inequality using the fact that p0 is cut. Let 0 < T < T,. 
A hypothesis is that on EP(T,,, N), 
const, j- If(x)lPdx~j- If(x)l’,rW)+~ If(x)l”idd~x). (6) 
Let h, be the constant from the definition of cut for p,,. Set 
Q,= Q(mho, h,) and F,,,=sup{ I f(x)l: XEQ,}. Let E be small enough so 
that cc,N(p, h,, T,) < const,. Using the fact that pco is cut, choose k = k(E) so 
that /ml > k implies p,(Q,) <E. Set K= U (Qm: lm( <k). Then for 
f E EP(To, N), 
1 lf(x)lp/dW=~K If(x)lPddx)+ 1 j If(x)l”/4dx) 
Iml>k 
G K If(x)I”ddx)+~ 1 Et. I Iml>k 
Using Lemma 2(a), this is, 
$ lf(x)lPMdx)+G j If(x)l"dx. 
Combining this with (6) and the choice of E shows that for f s EP(T,, N), 
l If(x)lPdxQal jK lf~x)lp~ddx)+~ If(x)i’a(dx)], (7) 
where a, = (const, - ~cf(p, h,, T,,))-’ > 0. 
409/126/l-16 
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Let O<T<T,. We use (7) to show that if gcE”(T,N) and l(g(/,>O, 
then llgllP,P >O. Suppose by way of contradiction that there exists a g in 
EP( T, N) such that llgllp >O but Ilgljp,P = 0. Let {u,,) be any linearly 
independent sequence in EP( T, - T, N) and set f,, = gv,. By definition, 
( fn} is in EP( T,, N), is linearly independent and each f, = 0 p-a.e. since 
g=O w.e. Define gl =fi/IIfiIlp, it satisfies )lg, lip = 1 and since f, = 0 
we., lla IIp,I, = 0. Next define inductively g,, = ( .f,, -.x1)/ Il.f, -,z,ll,, where 
Tj, is a best II.ilp approximation to ,f, in span{ g, ,..., g,,- , } (such finite 
dimensional approximations exist for all p > 0). We have llg,l/,, = 1, 
l/g, -gkllp 3 1 for n #k and l/g,~Ip,P = 0 since g, = 0 p-a.e. By our comment 
at the start of this proof, we can pick a subsequence g,, that converges 
uniformly on compact K. Applying (7) to g, - g, yields 
j lg,-g,IP~xQal jK lgn-gklPPo(~~)+ j lkdw~~]. 
[ 
When n # k, the left-hand side is greater than or equal 1, but the right-hand 
side tends to zero as n, k + co since the integrand in the first integral tends 
to zero uniformly on K and p,(K) < co while the second integrand equals 
zero p-a.e. Thus no such g can exist, which completes this step. 
Finally, we show that the lemma holds. If not, then there exists a 
sequence {g,} in EP(T, N) such that Ilgnllp = 1 and //g,IIP,P -+ 0 as n + co. 
Using a subsequence if necessary and compactness, g, converges to some 
gE EP( T, N) in the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets. 
By Fatou’s Lemma, llgllp,P d lim, _ ~ IlgJp,+ = 0. By the preceding 
paragraph, we must therefore have llgllp = 0. Since g is analytic, g(x) = 0 at 
every x. Thus g, -+ 0 uniformly on K. Using (7), 
j I&z(x)lP dx d aI 
[ 
j, I&l(x)l” Po(dX) + j Ign(x)IP lie]. 
By the choice of g,, the left-hand side is 1, but the right-hand side is 
tending to 0 as before. This contradiction completes the proof. 1 
With these preparations complete, we now prove Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. (a) The expression c3 in Lemma 2 was shown to 
be a function of the product hT, with c,(p, N, 0) = 0 and c,(p, N, .) an 
increasing function. Let y = y(p, N) be the value where c,(p, N, y) = 1. Then 
for hT< y, c3 < 1 and Lemma 2(b) holds. Let Q,, F,,,, and f,,, be the same 
as in the proof of Lemma 2. 
Let k be large enough so that the tail h-cube equivalence implies 
0 lQ,l <~L(Qrn)<b IQ,,,1 for Irnl 2k. (8) 
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Set K = u {Q, Irnl< k}, then 
J If(x)lpPw=JK IfwPo+,m;k J-Q If(X)I”PL(dX) 
/ m 
6 sup If(x)lp P(K) + 1 ~!AQm)~ 
Apply (4) to the first term and then (8) and Lemma 2(a) to the second 
term to continue 
6 const p(K) j I f(x)\ p dx + bhN 1 F; 
< const s If(x dx. 
This shows that Ilf II,,, < const 11 flip. To get the other bound, let T,, > T 
be such that hT< AT, < y(p, N). Applying Lemma 2(b) to EP( T,,, N) shows 
1 If(x dx< (1 -c,b N hTo)Ip’ Cf ", IQA D e me a new measure f 
pL1 = p + pLo where p,Jdx) = 1 K(~) dx. Using (8) we see that pr is everywhere 
h-cube equivalent to Lebesgue measure so we continue the preceeding 
to show ~If(x)lpdx<const~fP,~I(Q,)<constj If(x)lppl(dx) on 
EP( To, IV). Since pLo is cut, Lemma 3 now completes the proof of part (a). 
(b) Assume d;‘j If(x)lpdx<{ If(x)l”p(dx)<d, 1 If(x)lpdx on 
EP( T, N), where d, is some positive constant. Choose f. E EP( T, N) such 
that II follp = 1 and I fo(0)lp = d2 >O. Make h, >O small enough so that 
I fo(x)lP>td2 for x~Q(o,h,). Then for any yglRN, Ifo(x--y)lP>fd2 on 
Q(Y> hJ so 
fdsL(Qh M) 6 j 
Q(uA) 
Ifo(x-y)lP/4dx)d4 jRN IfAx-y)Ipdx 
=d, 1 Ifo(x)lPdx=dl. 
Hence p(Q(y, h,)) < (2d,)/(d,ht) lQ(y, h,)l, i.e., p is dominated by Lebes- 
que measure on any cube of side h,. A simple covering argument shows the 
same result for any cube of side h 2 h,. 
We will prove the other tail h-cube domination by contradiction: sup- 
pose that for every h > 0, 
lirn inf ~(Q(Y, ')) = 0 
IYI-- lQhh)l ’ 
(9) 
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Pick any E>O and ~EF(T,N) with ilf/ll,= 1. Set d,= 
sup{ If(x XE R”} (finite and positive), Qm= Q(mh,, h,) and F,,, as 
before. Since z F; converges, there exists a k = k(E) >O such that 
c Iml>k FL <E. Set hi = (2k + 1) h,. If (9) is true, then there exists a 
y=y(s, hi) with ,u(Q(~, hi))<&. Translate everything by y: let 
g(x)=f(x-y), Qz=Q,+y, and G,= sup{ Ig(x)(: XE Qz} = F,,,. Then 
U {Q:: I4 < k1 c Qh A, 1, so 
j Ig(x)l p P(dX) G j Ig(x)l” p(dx) + ,Jk s, Ig(x)l p p(dx) 
Q(Y,~I) ??l* 
G ~PL(Q(Y, h,)) + 1 G!AQm*) 
Iml2k 
<d,E+ 1 F; 
Iml bk 
<(d,+2d,d,‘)&. 
Since E was arbitrary, (9) implies that ligllp,r = 0. But by the choice off and 
the hypothesis 
j” Is(x ddxx) = i‘ If@ -YV Adx) 
ad,’ If(x)l”d,x=d, ‘. 
This contradiction completes the proof of Theorem 1. 1 
The constant y(p, N) in Theorem 1 is not optimal. In fact, for special 
types of measures, no restriction on the size of hT is necessary: Kacnel’son 
proved this when p is a section of Lebesgue measure in [2]. However, for 
general measures some restriction on the product hT is required. A 
necessary condition is hT < rc: if T > h W’rc, then for any nonzero 
gE E*(T-h-lx, N) the function f(x)=g(x) sin(h&‘~(x’ + ... +x”)) is in 
EP( T, N) and clearly 11 f I/ p > 0, but II f jlp,lr = 0 when p is counting measure 
on {hHN}. Sharper values of ~(2, N) are given by Lin [3] and Pitt [S]. 
The proof of Theorem 1 contains the following results which are 
sometimes useful separately. 
COROLLARY 4. Let 0 <p < 00 and let p be a Bore1 measure that is finite 
on bounded sets. 
(a) If p is tail h-cube dominated by Lebesgue measure, i.e., 
$$?C++~) 6 const I Qb h)l for large x, then II f II ,,+ G const II f lip on any 
, . 
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(b) If u tail h-cube dominates Lebesque measure, i.e., p(Q(x, h)) B 
const lQ(x, h)l for large x, then II f jl,,w> const 11 f II,., on I?‘( T, N) wheneoer 
hT< Y(P, NJ. 
3. Lp, INTERMEDIATE SPACES, AND SPANS OF EXPONENTIALS 
Theorem 1 shows that we can have 11 f Ilp N I/f IIp,p on EP( T, N) when p 
is very different from Lebesgue measure. An alternative way of stating this 
is that the regularity properties of EP( T, N), i.e., (3) and (4), limit the types 
of measures (or Bore1 sets) that can be distinguished by functions in 
EP( T, N). If we eliminate such regularity conditions, then we have the 
following Lp result. It is proved with standard integration techniques and is 
surely not new, but we do not have a reference for it. 
THEOREM 5. Let u and v be measures on an arbitrary space (X, F). The 
following are equivalent. 
(a) Lp(X, 9, u) = Lp(X, 4, v) for any (equivalently euery) 0 <p < co. 
(b) There is a c > 0 such that 
C -’ jx If(x)lPv(dx)6 jx If(x)l”Adx)<c jx If(x)l”v(dx) 
for any (equivalently every) 0 <p < 00 and every 9 measureable function f 
(c) There is a c > 0 such that c-Iv(F) 6 p(F) d en(F) for every FE 8. 
(d) There is a c > 0 such that c-l d du(x)/dv d c v-a.e. ( =p-a.e.). 
The obvious terminology is to say p and v are equivalent if they satisfy 
Theorem 5. The p = cc case differs slightly, we note it for completeness. 
THEOREM 5*. Let u and v be measures on an arbitrary measure space 
(X, 9). The following are equivalent. 
(a) L”(X, P;, p) = L”(X, 9, v), 
(b) Ilf IIm,~r= II f 11 m,y for every 4 measurable function f, 
(c) v@p andpev, 
(d) 0 < dp(x)/dv < co v-a.e. (=p-a.e.). 
We originally suspected a result similar to Theorem 1 if we replaced 
EP( T, N) with some family of entire functions with quicker growth, say 
functions of order greater than or equal to two. No such weakening of (2) 
is possible as the following shows. 
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THEOREM 6. For any 0 <p < co, U T,O EP( T, N) is dense in 
Lp(RN, BN, dx). Consequently, any intermediate space G (i.e., 
u T,. E,(T, N) c G c Lp) can haoe //flip,,, N lif‘II, if and 0nl.y if p is 
equivalent to Lebesgue measure in the sense of Theorems 5. 
Proof: Set G = IJ T, 0 EP( T, N) and C, = ( f: RN + @ I f is continuous 
and f(x) -+O as 1x1 + co}. Then G is a subalgebra of Lp n C,, that 
separates points and is closed under complex conjugation. By the Stone- 
Weierstrass theorem, G is dense in Lp n Co, which is itself dense in Lp. 1 
As our last topic, we apply the preceeding results to weighted Lp and 
prove a result similar to Theorem 1: tail h-cube equivalence of certain 
measures is sufficient to guarantee equivalent p norms on spans of 
exponentials. We first define a few symbols. For S c RN and p a finite Bore1 
measure on RN, HP(S, p) will denote the Lp(RN, BN, p) closure of 
span(ei<f.-x>: t E S}. We select a class of measures that have regular decay 
on the tails. Define M(h) = {finite measures on (RN, BN) such that for any 
0 <p< cc and any T>O there exists a function gE EP(T, N) with 
Ig(x)lp 2: p(Q(x, h)) for large [xl>. M(h) includes measures that decay like 
a power, i.e., p(Q(x,h))=(l +1x1) (N+P’for b>O. 
THEOREM 7. Let O<p<co, h>O, T>O, Sc[-T, TIN and 
p, v E M(h). If p and y are tail h-cube equivalent and hT< y(p, N), then 
II .f Ilp.p = II f lip,,, for al/ f in HP(X PL) = NP(S, ~1. 
ProoJ Let T, > 0 be small enough so that h( T + T, ) < y( p, N). Suppose 
that for large x, p(Q(x, h)) N v(Q(x, h)) Y (g(x)1 p. Define the two new 
measures p*(dx) = Ig(x)l mp p(dx) and v*(dx) = Ig(x)l Pp v(dx). Both of 
these measures are tail h-cube equivalent to Lebesgue measure. Now if 
fE span{e’<‘,“‘: t E S}, then fg E EP( T+ T,, N). Theorem 1 shows that 
Ilfll,,, = Ilfgllp.“* = II .mp,“* = 11 .f IIP,Y. Since such .f are dense in HP(S, p), 
the proof is complete. 1 
We note that the situation may be very different if S is unbounded. A 
weak result in this direction is contained in the proof of Theorem 6: if 
S=IWN,thenforanyO<p<oo,HP(S,~)=HP(S,v)ifandonlyif~andv 
are equivalent. 
We close with some corollaries of Theorem 7. 
COROLLARY 8. Let 0 < p < 00. Suppose p, v are in nh, ,, M(h), 
p(dx) = p(x) dx and v(dx) = v(x) dx. Zf p(x) N v(x) dx-a.e. for all large x, 
then II f lip,+ N II f I(p,y on HP(S, p) = HP(S, v) .for any bounded set S c RN. 
COROLLARY 9. Let 0 < p < a, p E M(h) and v be a finite Bore1 measure 
on RN. 
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(a) Zf p is tail h-cube dominated by v, i.e., p(Q(x, h)) <const 
v(Q(x, h)) for all large x and S c [ - T, T] where hT< y(p, N), then 
lIfII,,,~conS~ Ilfllp,Y on HP(S, p) c HP(S, v). 
(b) Zf p tail h-cube dominates v, i.e., p(Q(x, h)) 2 coast v(Q(x, h))for 
all large x and SC C-T, TIN where hT<y(p, W, then llfllP,,,> 
cow II f IIp,v on fWS, VI = HP(S, PL). 
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